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The President announced that he had appointed Dr.

Pepper, Dr. Frazer, Mr. Ingham, Mr. Jos. C. Fraley and Dr.

Hays the Committee for the special meetings agreed upon at

the last meeting of the Society.

The Society \yas adjourned by the President.

Eucalyptus in Algeria and Tunisia, from an hygienic and climatological

point of view.

By Dr. Edward Pepper.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, March 6, 1896.)
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Divisiox OF Algeria axd Tcxhsia into Thrke Zones as Regards
Climate, Water, Trees, Health and Popllatiox.

Algeria and Tunisia are properly divided into

Division of three zones as regards climatological, liydrological

Algeria and and botanical, as well as hygienic and ethnographic
Tunisiainto three conditions.*
zones as above m, ^i rr>i o i • *•

Indicated ^^^ southern zone. The Sahara, consisting gener-

ally of a vast area of sand, moving and yet in parts

solidified as by petrifaction (hamada), inhabited by semi-barbarous and

roving tribes ; antl of oases of date-palms, inhabited hy settled and less

barbarous communities.

The middle zone comprises the high plateaux, or steppes, covered

with a wild vegetation (herbaceous, fructiferous and rarely arborescent)

* As regards purely hydrographical conditions, these countries are divided into only

two zones : the basin of the Mediterranean and that of the desert, all water not flowing

in the one flowing in the other direction. But as regards practical hydrology or

hydroscopy and its influence on the climate, these colonies are, as stated, properly

divided into three zones here described.
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and suPtainiiiir numerous flocks of sheep and camels ; also sparsely iii-

habiteil.

Finally the northern zone, or coast region, El Tell, is srenerally culti-

vated and much better watered and wooded, and has both i)lains and

valleys, hills and mountains. Here the European i)opulation of three

or four hundred thousand only slowly increases by birth as well as by

immiirration, amonjr three or four million more prolific lowland Arabs

and Kal)yle mountaineers.

The Algerian and Tunisian year has l)Ut two sea-

The year has SOUS : the dry and the wet. The former or summer
but two seasons. comprising three rainless months, July-October, and

the latter or winter months, October-March, ofl'ering

generally short and frequently heavy showers and rains, and four

months of showers lighter and fewer as the season draws to its close.

The transition between these seasons is often sudden, an almost vertical

sun radiating great heat over the land as soon as the cloud screens have

disappeared from the atmosphere.

A peculiarity of the coast region (the Tell) is the

I<ocal climates diversity of the local climates (in most cases im-

aboiuid in the i)roperly called artificial) due to geological and
coast region. geographical conditions, such as the nature, con-

formation and lay of the land as regards the higher

hills and mountains, valleys and rivers, the sea, lakes, etc.; and also

toorographical characteristics, such as the height of the mountains, the

depth of these valleys, etc.; as well as to hydrological facts, such as the

presence, absence, abundance or scarcity of the waters, flowing or

stagnant, either above or underground. These local climates also de-

pend on the extent of the surface cultivated, and, to a lesser degree, on

the nature of the plants grown. A soil left to, or returning to nature,

such as that of the most northern Africa after the Arab conquest, isever

harmful ; the Corsican maquis, the Indian jungle, the African brush,

the Australian bush, etc., are among the strongholds, and so to saj'

the lairs of disease, especially of malarial disease.

Moreover, the winds that blow over a country exercise the greatest

of all influences on climate and vegetation, and consequently on health.

There are parts of northern Africa, as of Asia, of America and of Aus-

tralia, and even limited parts of Europe, where a progressive pojiu-

lation can never dwell, while the physical causes actually at work
exist.

In the coast region of Algeria the same communes, nay even the

same towns frequenth' exhibit diff'erent climates in their difterent parts.

Thus, Algiers itself has distinctly two local climates : that of the Bab-

eloiied and Marengo quarter is more bracing, that of the Bab-Ozoun
and Isly more relaxing. These diff'erences are of great importance to

the sojourners generally and especially to invalids passing the winter

in Algiers; and thev are even more marked in the suburbs of St.
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Eugene with its northeastern and of Mustapha with its exposure south-

eastern, the hitter being under the i)rcdominating influence of the ex-

tensive Bay of Algiers.

Tlie mountains of this region liave generally a dr}- and bracing air,

Avitli severe cold in winter in the higher altitudes, where snows last

through many months, and where even cases of frozen extremities

are not rare. These highlands would in summer have great attractions

and advantages as climate stations if they possessed suitable accommoda-
tion for sufterers from the heat, debility, or malaria, prevalent in so

many parts of the lowlands. Such sanataria would, in many cases, do

aAvay with the necessity of the yearly trip to Europe, habitual with an

ever-increasing class of tlie population.

The general climate in this region, as elsewhere, is

General cii- ])ut the sum of local climates, with their ditferences
mate the sum of

^^ j^^^^^ ^^j^^ .^^^^^ dampness. As to the latter, it is
the local cli- .,,., .-, ,

jjjjj^g^_
noticeable that the atmosphere is almost saturated

on and near the seashore during the summer, except-

ing when the wind blows from the desert lying to the south and princi-

pally to the southeast ; the dampness being at its maximum when the

northeast wind blows; while further inland the dampness diminishes

and finally disappears. Thus, on the seashore and in its proximity the

air contains less moisture in winter, although it is the rainy season then

and the moisture is most manifest ; that of summer being more per-

fectly dissolved in the air, and (excepting when the northeast winds

blow) being recognized more readilj" by the hygrometer. The rainy

winter months are naturally the damp months in the interior.

In the prosperous days of old, Algeria and Tunisia

Algeria and were relatively thickly wooded, as were most of the

Tunisia were countries bathed by the Mediterranean, and they
well- wooded and

^^^^^.^ doubtless more healthy than now. The moun-healthierm
. / i,, .,, ,/.

ancient times. tains and hill-sides, the plains and alluvial levels of

the Tell, as Avell as some parts of the high plateaux,

have appropriate soil for trees, which in the former region would still

abound if not systematically ruined by the fires kindled by the Arabs,*

and the abuse of pasturage, their almost universal waste of wood,

resins and barks, among which may be cited valuable cork and tannin

barks.

Actually the fourteen million hectares of the Tell

Extentofwoods have less than fourteen hundred thousand hectares

remaining as of forests left, offering scrub or brush, and less fre-

comparedtothat
^^^.^^^^^ althouoh there are fine exceptions, forest

of France. ^ •
' "-

_ , • , ^ mt f
trees ; as compared to the seven or eight million of

* And yet new growths frequently spring up from the ashes of these fires, under the

teeth of the cattle, so to speak; but only to be fired agani to produce new pa.sturage,

until finally in this weakly and intermittent existence the beneficial influence exercised

on the climate by trees is reduced to a minimum.
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hectares of generally better woods remaiiiinf!; in France, with its surface

(if about fifty million hectares.

The above fact is quite suflicient to justify thr alarm-cry of tlic Liirue

du Keboisement, wliich, alas, has so far been "vox chunantis in de-

serto."

Consequences This ruthless destruction of forests, groves and

of the ruthless frequently of scattered trees is still going on and is

iiestructi<in «i f the main cause of the diminution of the rainfall, the
trees wiiieh is

exhaustion of the soil and of the consequent un-
still going oil.

, , , .

healthiness of many sections.

Other causes of agricultural decadence and of un-
Othercausesof healthiness have manifestly been at work in north-

agrieuitural de-
^.^.^^ Africa since the Arab conquest, such as the waste

cadence and un-
,. ,.,.,,. , , ,• •, ^^

healtliiness. "* manure, which is left to breed disease around the

gourbis and douars, the want of proper alternation

in crops, the superficial mode of tilling and the always incomplete culti-

vation of even the small surface that the Arab deems strictly necessary

for the maintenance of his family and domestic animals, his calculations

CO being based on an average crop.

This is not true of the Kabj'le mountaineers, a different and thrifty

race, comparatively progressive and who, like the Swiss, cultivate in a

primitive way, it is true, j'ct ver}' generally, all their soil.

To sum up, of all countries, Algeria and Tunisia, so

liRent reasons sparscl}' inhabited as compared even with the less
for repVantingof

densely populated nations of Europe, require to be

well provided with wood on account of the general

dryness of the climate (except on or near the seashore), the une(iual

distribution of the rain-fall, which occurs only during the cooler months

of the j'ear, when the heav}' downpours are in a great measure wasted

by the impermeable nature of the soil on the Tell, where the head-

waters are torrents, and the lower and more level parts of the small

rivers lose by evaporation much or sometimes even all of the water re-

tained for any length of time in summer ; woods are needed also on

account of the great variations in temperature and dampness before

mentioned, and which in the middle and southern zones produce nyctlie-

meral difterences of as much as forty and even fifty degrees (centi-

grade), while in the northern, the hygrometer attains its extreme re-

cording limits, now under the influence of winds immediately laden

with the moisture of the sea, anon subjected to the parching action of

the desert. Not onlj' should woods be protected in these colonies, but

as many trees as possible should l)e grown ; for is it not an axiom in

climatology that (except in countries lying in the path of damp winds)

a large proportion of woods is indispensable to that equable distribution

of heat, cold and dampness which jiroduces successful agriculture, a

liealthy climate and general prosperity ?
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II.

Chuonological Facts as to thk Growing of Eucai>ypti in

Algeria and Tunisia.

Date of intro-

The first seeds of eucalypti consigned to the earth in

northern Africa were sown in the Jardin d'Essai of

duction of Eiica- Algiers in 1862, by Mr. Hardy, director of the botani-

iyi)ti iuto north- cal garden thus named, and in the same year by the
ei-n Africa. Comte de Belleroche, who procured them from the

director and sowed them in his property in the Com-
mune of El Biar, four miles from town.*

These experiments having succeeded, the trees were
Successive ex- soon grown to prevent malaria, still so prevalent

peri men ts in throughout northern Africa, and which made most
growing them as , . ., . , jo«~ ^-v

a preventive of Cruel ravages mAlgeria between 186 < and 18(6, while

malaria. immigration and the development of the colony were

receiving their greatest impulse.

The importance of preserving the public health where satisfactoiy, and

of improving it in the more numerous districts where conditions and cir-

cumstances were against it, was, at this time, more generally recognized

by the government and the people. The "Ponts et Chaussees,"f the im-

portant companies and societies, corporations, municipalities and many
private individuals grew eucalypti in the principal settlements infested

by the disease, believing that they had at last discovered a panacea

against the evil.

In 1868 Mr. Ernest Lambert, inspector of the forests of Algeria, sowed

a grove on the Bouzareah mountain, above Algiers, where now is the

forest, or rather wood of Baihnen. Then Dr. Mares, atBoufarik, planted

a grove on his farm, reporting to the Societe d' Agriculture seven j'ears

later that the health of his neighborhood was satisfactory. Malaria in

its worst forms had constantly prevailed there until then and until the

land had been successfully drained.

During the two succeeding years, the Societe Algerienne planted 100,-

000 eucalypti near Ain-Mokra, a village on the shore of Lake Fetzara.

The mining company of the Mokta soon followed with many still

larger plantations in the same region, Avhere the public health improved

towards 1875, the mines being thenceforth worked during the summer,

an impossibility until then, owing to the excessive mortality among the

workmen, due principally to pernicious forms of malaria.

The latter plantations remain among the most extensive in Algeria, and

offer a striking instance of the frequently great aid given by eucalypti

against malaria. Thick curtains of the trees were grown between the

lake and the village, while, at the same time, a draining canal was cut in

* Nowknown as El-Afla, and belonging to the author.

t Government engineers, entrusted with the construction and repairing of roads and
bridges, and the buoying of harbors.
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the shallow bed of the lake, sufliciently deep and wide (so thought the

engineers) to carry off the stagnatit waters and dry up the swamp. This

result, however, was not attained, but yearly thenceforth the waters of

the lake were emptied early enough in the spring, and before the summer
heats, for the spongy shores to be covered with an herbaceous vegeta-

tion offerinu; here and there comparatively fair pasturage. The coincidence

of this partial draining with the planting of eucalypti does not permit

the conclusion that the improved sanitary condition of Aiu-Mokra is

wholly due to these trees.

At Maison Carree, Cardinal Lavigerie and the white Fathers, as well

as >DIs. Sauliere, Cordier, Trottier and others sowed and planted, the

first large the last small, groves of eucalypti, with a marked improve-

ment on the health of the community, which, however, still remains far

from good.

These enterprises were rapidly followed by many others, and now most

Algerian villages, especially if in malarial districts, have more or less

extensive groves or avenues of eucalypti, and many farms are also well

provided with these trees.

III.

General and Special Advantages Claimed for Eucalypti. Limi-

tations AS TO THE Uses op and Ob.jections to Them.

Among the advantages of trees in general, shared

Advantages of to a certain extent by eucalypti, is the grateful shade

trees in general, procured in hot Countries to dwellings, and to cattle,

inciu.iing eiica-
^j^^^ ^^j^g^ domestic animals.

good 'effect on Trees also, including eucalypti, gratify the eye, and

the morale and the latter have totally changed the aspect of the plain

on health. of the Isser river, since thev have been grown around

its villages and farms. This is not merely an jesthetic

result. The fact has its practical importance as acting directly on

the morale and therefore indirectly on the physical state of the colonist.

For trees form in the barren regions almost the only objects on which the

eye rests with pleasure, recalling the triumph of man over desolate

nature, diminishing in the heart of the pioneer that terrible longing for

less stern realities and cherished scenes in the past, which, if not checked

in lime, opens the door to disease, even in the most robust constitutions.*

Another general advantage of trees, particularly of

Forests cause eucalypti, is that forests, like mountains and other

the winds to barriers, as is well known, when opposed to the wind
ascend and pro-

force it to rise, dilate and cool in the higher and more

rarified layers of the atmosphere, whence result con-

* Weremark incideatally that in Algeria and Tunisia trees are not more numerous
than at the time of the French conquest : they are fewer in fact. But trees, especially

eucalypti, have been grown judiciously, where most .serviceable to health. The cultiva-

tion of the vine has also acc<>mi>li.shed much good, more even than eucalypti, because so

mncli more extensively jilanted.
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densation, saturation of the diffused aqueous vapors and finally rain.

If, as Mignet says : "A forest is worth a mountain to produce rain,"

then the higher and more numerous the trees, as the higher and more
extensive the mountain, the greater the precipitation of water, ceteris

paribus* Scrub grovpths seem to exercise little or no influence on

the rainfall, as witnessed in Greece, northern Africa and elsewhere,

where this wild vegetation is principally composed of lentisci and
dwarf palms, while we observe that the few million trees grown in Egypt
under Mehemet Ali and his successors have brought back rains unknown
for ages. This is doubtless a fair inference and not merely a coincidence

due to other, such as cosmic causes.

Among the special advantages of eucalypti, one of

the most important for the colonist, who can ill afford

to wait long for a result from his labors, is their rapid

growth, as compared to that of other trees suitable to

this climate, excepting perhaps some acaci;e mimoste,

as shown by the following table approximately correct

for an average appropriate soil and exposure :

Special advan-
tages of euca-
lypti. K a p i (I

growth.

Age, Years.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Height, Metres.

3

5

7

10

13

15

17

19

22

25

Circumference, Metre.

0.10

0.15

0.30

0.40

0.55

0.75

0.90

1.10

1.45

1.60

Resistance to

heat aud to slight

frost.

Anti uiiasiuatic

action.

Moreover the trees thrive where no others will, in

the bad lands of these colonies, generally resisting

great heat, and several species withstanding relative

cold and even slight frosts and snows, as in Austra-

lia.

To their balsamic odorf is perhaps due an antimias-

matic action on the surrounding atmosphere ; and

certainly the constant evaporation through their leaves

of the dampness taken up by the roots is a most im-

portant agent of improvement for soils needing to be drained, while these

* Bare mountains lying in the path of damp winds naturally produce torrents and

landslides instead of the useful rains occasioned by wooded mountains.

fThis balsamic exhalation from the young shoots, twigs, the leaves and fruit is due to

an essential oil similar to that of cajeput, which being oxidized by the air, produces

ozone, and which, wlien refined, gives eucalyptol, a sort of camphor in composition and

chemical properties, most serviceable as a febrifuge, tonic stimulant, aseptic and anti-

septic.
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trees have not the inconveniences of some other hardy trees of a slightly

less rapid growth, but also useful for draining, such as plane trees, to

which are ascribed (?) many cases of conjunctivitis and keratitis, preva-

lent in Algeria, Tunisia and throughout the East generally.*

Frequently malaria is not due to the soil on which a village or farm

is built, but to the neighborhood. In this case a heavy curtain of euca-

lypti interposed is alwaj's useful and often sufficient to arrest the disease.

Of course the swamp, or whatever be the nature of this infectious soil,

must not be too extensive or pestilential, and the curtain must be of suffi-

cient extent and thickness.

The eucalypti form open forests, free from under-
Tliev form oi)en ,,, "

^ ^ ^ ^- *.!• t i

forests
brush, that great temptation to the mcendiary shep-

herd, who sacrifices health and well-being to a scant

resource in actual pasturage for his flocks (see above the effect of burn-

ing down trees). If the subsoil be compact, the roots return to the sur-

face ; if permeable, they remain sometimes deep enough to allow a few

scant and coarse grasses to grow between and under their shade, if the

trees are far enough apart.

The seeds are light and fertile and readily dissemi-
Their seeds pro- nated by the wind, thus propagating their species and

extending plantations.

A permanent The foliage is perennial ; its benefit to the atmosphere
iifiiefit to the (h3'grometrically, electrically and antimiasmatically)
atmosphere.

IS permanent.

Th«'v are killed Besides, many species are killed with difficulty, and

witii difficulty. when destroj'cd above ground bj^ axe or saw send out

numerous shoots from the stump ; at first easily broken

off, but finally firmly fixed, and during the first three years or so giving

leaves similar to those of young trees of their age ; that is, lighter in color,

more flexible, sticky, cordiform, etc., and possessed of greater antimias-

matic virtue than the leaves of older trees.

It is -well known that the protection of land against
A great protec-

-wind by an obstacle interposed between it and the

aeainstwind wind is directly proportional to the height of the

obstacle and approximately to twenty times that

height. Therefore, eucalypti protect a much wider tract than most other

trees against strong or otherwise harmful winds, such as the blighting

sirocco. With a height of foriy metres they protect a strip of four fifths of

a kilometre in width, the highest indigenous trees not protecting more
than half this surface. The height to which eucalypti rapidh' attain is,

therefore, a sufficient reason for preferring them to other trees, except some
Acacitc, Mimosic, to protect land against winds. Alternate rows of euca-

lypti of appropriate species can be judiciously cut down near the ground

* At Boufarik the great improvement in public health is due to ]«lane trees, and
mainly to the thorough draining of the marsh on which the village is built, and where
hundreds of colonists lie buried.
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and kept trimmed, so as to afford protection by the branches sprouting

from their mutilated stumps against wind passing between them and the

higher trunks of the rows left uncut.

„. , ,^, .
Finall\% ashes of the eucalypti contain more

Richness of their
, , i ,. -r^ -x-r

ashes in potash. potash than those of most European or North Amer-
ican trees.

A resource as p^j. kindling and firewood, as fully described fur-

ther on, most eucalypti offer no advantages, although

serviceable when other woods are scarce and dear, and constituting a

precious resource in these colonies against the ever-increasing price of

fuel.*

Necessary limi- Naturally eucalypti have their limitations, as has

tations to their every useful plant in nature, and it is a well-known
ciimatoiogicai fact that they have not materially improved the un-
and hygienic ad-

favorable Conditions of disease-breeding soil and atraos-
vantages.

i • , . , -,

phere in the oases, where the former remains undrained

and indeed undrainable, except at the sacrifice of fruitful vegetation, lost

as are these favored spots in the immense desert of ever-heated sands.

Again, even the most extensive forests of eucalypti cannot neutralize the

poison of very large swamps or of flatlands inundated only throughout the

winter, as is the bottom land containing Lake Fetzara, already men-
tioned, where the trees cannot be planted with success, either on account

of the excessive moisture of the ground or by reason of its brackishness

resulting from the great evaporation.!

It would, indeed, be expecting too much from eucalypti to count upon
their counteracting in Northern Africa all the evil influences at work in

many parts, and which in other countries they have been vainly expected

to overcome.

The Italian reports are not generally favorable to
Italian reports .

^ j

conflictin"-. eucalj'pti, nothing decisive, it seems, having been

ascertained as to their superiority over all other trees

in rendering less unhealthy the Immense swamps of the Roman Cam-
pagna. It must be conceded t^aat the climate of Italy is less favorable to

these trees than that of the Algerian and Tunisian coast regions. How-
ever, as noted by De Pietra Santa, | "Malaria remains prevalent and

* Mr. E. Lambert, before quoted, claims other special advantages for the eucalypti, such

as their immunity from the mandibles of the locusts, who devour otlier vegetation and
even linen ; and he mentions the protection their shade would afford to the thrush, black

birds and other locnst-eaiing birds if these trees were more extensively grown in the

barren plains. He also claims that their foliage and bloom would feed the honey bee, as

in Australia, whereas apiculture is now generally confined to the mountains, which are

better wooded and less parched in summer, when, in spite of the heal, the insects remain
active in this climate.

t " Eu. restrata lives in water containing as much as 1 per cent, of chloride of sodium,

but with as much as 1.50 per cent, good results are rare " (Dr. Trabut, I'rofessor of Na-

tural History at .School of Medicine of Algiers;.

t Pietra .Santa, "Assainissemcnt de la Campagne Komainc," Journal d'Hyyline, 1881-

1883. Also Genie Civil, May, 1883, Vol. iii, p. 312.
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severe in the very districts of the Campagna of all others where it was

expected that the disease would liave been stamped out, so to speak, by

the general planting of eucalypti, especiall}'^ wlien, as was the case in many
of these places, vigorous cultivation of tlie soil was added to their expected

action."
If now we turn to Australian reports, we remark, as

Australian^ re-
recogni/.cd years ago by Prof. Liversidge, of the

limited aiitiiiiias-
University of Sidney, that :

" Malaria is far from rare

inatic action in the vast forests of eucalypti of Australia." Al-

against powerful though without doubt these trees have always a bene-
causes of ma-

^^-^^^ action, this is not sufficient, as previously stated,

to overcome the powerful causes of unhealthmess that

are at work in many places. Referring to this point, Tomasi Crudeli*

justly remarks that :
" If all malarial soils had the same chemical compo-

sition and were similar topographically (and we may add if they had the

same climate), then, perhaps, these trees could be expected to improve the

unhealthy soils, so as greatly to attenuate or even to eradicate the disease,

if at the same time all the diverse modes of improvement which have suc-

ceeded in rendering some of them healthy were applied ; at least, we could

only be justified under such circumstances in expecting a good result.

Unfortunately, malaria is bred in very dissimilar soils, and we even recog-

nize its presence on the granitic plateau of Castille. So that systems of

soil improvement applicable to some malarial regions are useless in others.

Until now we have proceeded empirically wherever we have introduced

eucalypti, and such will be the case until a long series of scientific obser-

vations and researches, combined with practical experiments, shall have

furnished exact information as to each distinct variety of soil which pro-

duces malarial poison."

If such be really the fact, let us trust that the dawn is breaking, and
that each ray of light thrown on the subject even by such short papers as

this (be the ray never so weak) may, when collected into a beam, aid us

in seeing where the truth lies.

Objections have been and are still urged against
)jec ions o

eucalypti. Wewill only refer to them here, adding a
eucalypti as be- -^ * -' > o

ing ugly, as being word or two of refutation. This first objection is that

a e H c i e n t in they are ugly. This, however, is only relative, and
shade, as twist- (joes not extend to all species, some being quite orna-
ing eir >ie o

u^gntal. The second is that their leaves hang vertically
the left, as not ^ •'

growing with and give incomplete protection against sun or rain.

other trees and But such protection is preferable to none, surely. An-
as not being re- other is tlieir strong tendency to twist to the left,f

which greatly interferes with their being sawed into

Tomasi Crurteli, " La malaria de Romeet rancien drainage des collines Romaines."
Lecrosnier. 18M.

tThis Ifvogyration, which constitutes the main objection to eucalypti, after the consid-
eration that tliey are unremuncrative. Iuls never, as far as known, been explaini'd satis-

factorily. It is. "however, mucli less manifested, as here noted, in close and exti'usive

plantation?, and there is a marked difference among the sjiecies as to twisting. But why
IS this twisting ever to the left, withcjut regard to the direction of the wind?
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planks ; but this twisting can be lessened in many cases by growing
the trees in close and extensive plantations, which gives most of them
proper protection against the winds. Yet another objection is that euca-

Ij'pti will not thrive generally when iutergrown with other trees, and will

interfere with the other trees and even kill them off; or, more rarely in

these colonies, that they will be injured by the other trees. Both of these

facts can be prevented by leaving sufficient space between eucalypti and
the other trees.

The principal and insuperable objection to eucalypti requires also but a

simple mention here : there is no money to be made from them, or, at

least, such is the experience 6f the growers until now, the trees having

been introduced into Algeria and Tunisia more than a quarter of a cen-

tury ago. Those who recommended their being grown by others for a

large profit have benefited by being prematurely rewarded by the govern-

ment for their zeal.

Alas ! that favorable prophecies, with all the calculations to support

them, should have proved fallacious.

IV.

Species and Varieties of Eucalypti Most Serviceable ix Tunisia

AND Algeria.

Among the very numerous species and varieties of eucalypti, our choice

is founded on the recent study and actual knowledge of the trees. Eu.

globulus (blue gum) grows well enough in generally dry soils,* and yet is

especially suited to damp subsoils; its leaves and fruit are rich in essential

oil and it is abundant in its indigenous soil, Australia. Weowe the fact

of its being the first species introduced into northern Africa to these ad-

vantages, as mentioned in our second chapter ; also to the fact that there

was at the time a relative, if not absolute, ignorance of the merits of the

more valuable and equally hardy or even hardier species (which are

still not sufficiently known in these colonies). But its wood is inferior

for any purpose, as is fully stated elsewhere, and the red gums have been

generally preferred within the last few years.

Werefer at length in our last chapter to the many qualities of Eu. mar-

ginata, which is as yet so extremely rare as to be scarcely noticeable in a

practical nomenclature of species found here.

Among the most remarkable species of red gums grown here are Eu.

rostrata and Eu. resinifera, and numerous hybrids or crosses of these

species. The former, when extensively grown from the seed and planted

out, furnishes a good wood, withstands the dryness of the summer in the

interior, seems to be one of the most resistant of trees, and reproduces it-

self spontaneously in the coast region (where, probably, it will soon be-

* Nevertheless it sometimes dies suddenly without apparent cause after attaining a

considerable size.

PKOC. AMER. PHILOS. SOC. XXXV. 150. O. PRINTED JUNE 5, 1896.
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come ticclimated). The latter withstands intense drought and requires

deep and dry soil.

Besides the ahove species, among the most rohust and advantageous to

northern Africa, according to Dr. Trabul, ure the following:*

Eu. tereticornis.

En. mnigiidlina.

Eu. boiri/oides.

Eu. colossea (Eu. diversicolor).

Eu. rornutit.

Eu. corinocalyx (dry soils).

Eu. gomphocephala (still rare, but most useful).

Eu. goniocalyx.

£u. leucoiijlon {Eu. sideroxylon).

Eu. mnculata.

Eu. mulleri.

Eu. occidentnlis.

Eu. polyanthema (Shaw), Eu. populnea of ]\Iuller, Eu. popuUJoha of

I look, etc.

Eu. rostrata (brackish swamps).

Eu. robusta.

Eu. ronuliana (hybrid from Eu. botryoides and Eu. rostrata, leaf}' and

strong, obtained by Dr. Trabutj.

Eu. rudis (large capsules).

Eu. soligna.

Eu. vitninalLi.

V.

"Where, When and How to Guow Eucalypti ix These
Colonies.

Eucalypti, Wkc Acacice, 3Jimos(e, and plane trees, thrive
Where to grow "

. , , , , ^ ,

jIj^.jjj
in countries where there are but two defined seasons

;

yet in Algeria and Tunisia they are only to be grown
in the coast region, especially in the larger valleys and on the hillsides.

Neither the extreme cold of winter on the high plateaux of the central

zone, nor the extreme heat of the southern or Saharan zone and the

changes between the temperatures of day and night, are suitable to them.

Adaptable to widely different conditions of temperature, according to

species and to the composition, depth, dryness or dampness of the soils in

ditTerent pirls, yet, in the words of Sir Lambert Play fair, f it would be

* Dr. Trabiit. Tf ifc-ssornf liotaiiy at the Ecolcs Suiicriuurcs, Algiers.

fSir Lamltert I'layfnir, Consul <;eueral of Grent Britain at .\lgier:, Report ou the

I'laiitiiii; of Eucalypti in Algeria, May Itj, ls77, No. 'Jl.
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" as useless to attempt to grow them iu the Tropics as it would be in the

north of Scotland."

For species suitable to special soils see preceding chapter. Generally

speaking, eucalj'pti should be grown throughout Algeria and Tunisia, pref-

erably in swampy localities, on the shores of lakes, around ponds either

shallow or brackish and parti j^ dry in summer, in damp bottom lands, on

the banks of water courses which are sluggish or frequently changing

their beds (as are most north African rivers, wliich often ruin whole valleys

that might be fertile under other conditions), in places exposed to land-

slides or slips, for they are generally not on a large scale, although fre-

quent on account of the abundant clay of the coast region. We have

seen also that they aid in protecting villages and farms against noxious

winds, sun and the malaria, whether bred in locis or in the neighborhood.

Finally eucalj^pli are advantageously grown in any appropriate soil of

little value for other purposes, if a judicious choice be made among the

species. Whatever be the locality chosen, the surface soil must be perme-

able and otherwise suitable ; the subsoils, if compact, force the roots to

spread out mesh-like to considerable distances, sixty metres as we have

measured, in the direction of water or of deeper and better or damper

soil.

Without a ditch of a couple of metres in depth be-

Where not to ing dug as a separation between eucalypti and the

grow them. Other more valuable plant, no eucalj'^pti, particularly

not Eu. globulus, should be grown near these plants

(orange or other fruit trees, vines, flowerbeds, etc.), nor too close to a

spring (always most precious iu these colonies), a well, a reservoir, a

building or any useful wall, as eucalypti send out roots which absorb the

nourishment of other plants, and sometimes ruin constructions even of

cement.

Eucalypti are grown from seed, either sown in loco,

Three modes of in the open field where the trees are to remain, or, pref-

propagation. erabl}' in Algeria and Tunisia, the seed should be

sown in pans, the young trees being planted out prop-

erly and at the proper time ; or they are grown from young trees.

The seeds take from fifteen to twenty days to germinate, according to

soil and season. They are small, light and generally fertile. They

should nowhere be covered by more than a centimetre of finely divided

earth.

Water is generally scarce In Algeria and Tunisia, and artificial irriga-

tion being expensive, cannot be attempted, if the plants are to be grown

on a large scale.

For both sowing and planting, the ground should

Preparation of ^^ prepared several months before the seeds or the

the ground for trees are consigned to it. The soil should be broken up
sowing and by a subsoil plough to a depth of 0.05 metre or more,
planting. when possible, and all foreign growths reiuoved.
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Shortly before sowing in \he open, the ground

should be ploughed crosswise, tlnit is in both direc-

Sowing in the lions, and reploughed lightly in furrows 1.5 metres
open. apart. Tlie seeds should be carefully deposited every

two steps (or at intervals of 1.5 metres) and covered

with a thin layer of fine earth. Of course, this entails irregularities in

the interspacing of the shoots, as many seeds do not germinate, being

blown or washed away or washed under, and the young plants of the

same species grow more or less rapidly, according to the quality of the

surface soil, and in a lesser degree to the nature of the subsoil in various

places in the same localities, and moreover the growth is less rapid for

some time than when young shoots are planted. This sowing in the open,

which should take place at the beginning of the rainy season, appears to

be cheaper than sowing in pans and planting out the young trees a few

months old, the labor being so much less, but in the end it is dearer as

so many seeds do not germinate, and the sowing has to be renewed fre-

quently.

The seeds are preferably sown in pans or boxes, and

Sowing in pans the young trees planted out at the proper age and
to plant out the season.
*''**"^*' "Prepare a compost of vegetable mould and river

sand very finely sifted. Fill the pots of 0.15 metre in

diameter, press the earth lightly and evenly with a small zinc cylinder of

about the same diameter as the pot. Scatter the seed on the surface so as

nearly to cover the whole of it, then, with a very fine sieve, which may
be a zinc cylinder similar to the other but perforated with very minute

holes, sift just enough of the compost on the seed to cover them and no

more. Press this surface again lightly with the first cylinder and water

with a watering pot, the rose of which is perforated with the smallest

holes which it is possible to make. This should be done in early May, so

that the trees may be planted out at the first rains of autumn when the

ground is moist. Within fifteen or tvventy days the seeds will have

germinated, and in about si.x weeks the plants will be ready to put out.

Weed ofl" as soon as the trees have produced four leaves, and transfer to

other pans of 0.1 metre in diameter, to be kept in a shady place for the

first day or two, and then transfer to a sunny position ; water during

the summer just sufficiently to prevent them from dying. The great ob-

ject is to retard their growth during the summer so as to keep them small

and prevent their roots from becoming matted inside of the pans.

A second sowing may take place about the middle of September, so

as to obtain young plants ready to be put into the ground about the be-

ginning of spring. In some respects this plan is preferable to the other,

and it is alwaj's so when the plants can be watered in summer. The
young trees have a shorter time to remain in the pans, and their roots

run less cluince of becoming matted ; but often, wlien the rains cease

early in the year, they liave not become sufficiently rooted in the open
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to oiuililc tlicm to resist tlie liciit of sumiucr witliout occasional irriga-

tion.

"Tlio Eucalyptus is a plant tliat does not stand being kept long in a

pan ; its roots grow with as great rapidity as the rest of the tree, and,

if they are allowect to be contorted round the inside of the pan, the tree

does not recover from this unnatural condition of things and seldom

grows straight and healthy."

As previously stated, as soon as the ground (which

Planting: in the has beeu broken up and freed from other growths,
open on a large late in the winter or early in the spring while wet)
**"* *' becomes dgaiu impregnated with the rains of autumn,

plough and plant out the young trees of three to five

mouths' growth (which have often five to eight leaves each), at inter-

spaces of four metres in trenches, and as they increase in height, pro-

gressivelj' fill in the trenches, till in six months they have entirely dis-

appeared, and instead of a depression, the earth becomes piled up round

the stem of the "young trees ; this serves not only to keep the roots

moist, but to prevent the slender stem from being blown over bj'

heavy winds against which eucalyptus should always be protected as

much as possible to prevent twisting and a slow growth.

It is well to give each plant a good watering when put into the

ground, but they will generall}' not require another {'!)" The soil

should be kept free from weeds and open for the first two or three

years, which may be convenienth" done by passing a cultivator between

them in each direction once or twice a j^ear. After the third year they

may be left to themselves and will require no further care.

"Weaklj' specimens are eliminated wherever necessary and their

places filled with hardy plants, until a full plantation of trees is ob-

tained from four to five metres apart."

When eucalypti are to be planted on quite a small

Planting on a scale, instead of trenches, holes of a cubic capacity

small scale. of 0.5 metre may be made; but this is not to be

recommended in the open field, as the heavj' rains

are apt to fill up the holes with earth and smother the plant, instead of

being carried ofi' by the open trenches above described.

"By judicious management plantations can be

Definite aspect obtained in which the trees are about four metres

of a plantation. apart, and after ten j^ears or so, every alternate row

in its entirety may be cut down, leaving the remain-

ing trees at eight metres apart."

* It sometimes happens, tthcn ihe rains cease early in the year, that ihe young

eucalypti liave not become sufficiently rooted during their short sojourn in the open

ground to enable them to resist the heat of summer without occasional irrigation.
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COMMEUCIAIi VAl.rK OP EUCAIAI'TI IX Al.fiKKI.V, AND TlMSlA.

The ix'tail in'icc of Kti. globulus, imifli the most

Pecuniary profit iibuiuhmt aiuong eucalypti ill Alijeiia, wlieii cut up
from the trees tor fuel and sold in Algiers is $0.50 a ([uintal (100
genera ly.

kilojiraniines = 2'^0 pounds), and yet we have been

oll'ered by the trade for full-grown trees the same
sum, all cxpeusesof cutting down, sawing and splitting into hearth-logs,

as well as of carting to town being assumed by tlie buyer.* Tiie road

to town is good, down liill and only four miles lonir, and the cost of

transportation is estimated at about ten cents a (puntal. If the road to

market is not very short and good, the trade will not buy standing

eucalypti at an}' price, as there is no profit, and frequently a positive

loss in the transaction, and in the immediate proximity to any good
market the purchaser has to pay too high a price for his lund to grow
eucalypti for sale.

Tlius wc sec that the business scarcely exists at all on anj' scale worth
a longer notice here. And j'ct firewood is generally wretched in the

coast region, good wood being i>rocurable only in the mountains where,

with the exception of the several military roads which are admirable,

the roads are few and bad. All fuel is therefore relatively dear, because

until now no coal mines have been worked, although several are said

to exist in the colonies.

In the towns and even in Algiers old boxes, rafters from torn-down
houses and ragged roots of lentiscus areoflcrcd and bought as fire wood.

Counting 800 trees to the hectare (3 acres 1 rood 35

Details as to perches) left after ten or twelve years, if the trees are
expenses of grow- ^jj^j^ marketable (as they rarely are under the most
ingtlie trees, and - , , ,... , . . . ,

. , „^ favorable conditions and circumstances), we have, atmargin of profit '

or loss. say 50 cents each, $200 for the product of an hectare

for ten years, or $20 a year, that is, about $9 a year for

the acre. From this sum, if we subtract the cost of growing the trees in

the most economical way, which is one-twentieth if the trees are grown
from the seed planted in loco (as previously noted), and which may be

estimated at $4 a year per acre ; and the interest on the price of the land

and other incidental expenses, we find no profit left, or even a pecuniary

loss, unless we start with very cheap or free land, most favorably and ex-

ceptionally well situated and with 2000 trees per acre, to be weeded out

during the first five or six years : and unless we can sell these younger

trees, which is a very rare occurrence, the trades preferring other woods

These trees were tliirty years old, Ijut under tlie most favorable conditions the trees-

would possibly have brought tlie same price at fifteen.
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for the numerous uses to which eucalypti are put in Australia, doubtless

for want of better wood.*

Not only is there, generally, no profitable market for

A small market the wood of eucalypti in Algeria and Tunisia, but
for the accessory

^j^^^.^ jg ^ ^ g^^^.^jj ^^j^ ^j. ^j^^ undoubtedly important
proniicts of euca- ^ i

Xypti^ accessory products of these trees.

From the leaves, twigs and fruits, giving the essen-

tial oil, there is still a little profit. For the oil when produced by the

colonist the demand is relatively small compared to what it should be,

high prices being asked for it by the retail dealers.f As to the tannin, it

is not used in Algeria and Tunisia, nor in France, as it is in Spain and

Portugal for the tanning of leather ; while the tannin of Mimosas, or mimo-
tannic acid, is recognized as a most efficient aseptic and antiseptic, ren-

dering valuable services in therapeutics, and successfull}^ used in diphtheria

by Dr. Bourlier, the discoverer, and others, as prepared by C. Breuta, of

Algiers.

Perhaps some choice species of eucalypti, such as Eu.

Possibility of marginata, Eu. leucoxyloii (the black variety), will re-

some choice siie- deem the reputation of the trees as a source of pecu-
cies being pecu- QJary profit, when grown under the most favorable con-
liarly profitable . , .

in the future. ditions and circumstances. Until now, however, noth-

ing worth recording has been accomplished with this

*In Australia, as stated by M. Ernest Lambert, ex-Inspector of Forests in Algeria,

eucalypti are in general use for manufacturing such implements as pitchforks from

young trees two years old, whip handles, the handles of spades, hoes, sledgehammers
and other articles of daily use. Three-pronged pitchforks, always relatively dear, are

readily procured from the young trees, the stem of which is broken off or cut off and the

leaves of which are stripped from the two side branches of such trees, or a brraich is

pinched so as to distribute the sap as regularly as possible in the three forks thus

obtained. At three and four years old the trees make carriage poles or shafts, ladder

poles, fence poles and rails, wheel spokes and other articles too numerous to be recapitu-

•latedhere. At five years telegraph poles are obtained, which the above-named author

and others affirm to be more durable than pine poles, and not to need to be injected by a

preservative substance to enable them to last. The pine poles are only procurable from

trees of twenty-five years' growth, during which, say the above-mentioned authors,

eucalypti give five fine poles to one tree. For supports in mines eucalypti have also

their places well defined, as, indeed, for railway sleepers, five or six of which are to be

had from trees of seven or eight years of age. At nine they serve as piles for docks and
quays. When cut up at this age they are serviceable for wheel naves, carriage brakes

and drays and what not, according to the same panegyrists.

fThis oil is worth about 3^3 a kilogramme at Grasse, France. The parts of eucalypti

employed in its manufacture yield 2 per cent, in weight, while 10,000 kilogrammes of the

petals of roses and 700 kilogrammes of those of geranium yield but a kilogramme of these

more valuable oils.

Many products, of doubtful origin, actually used in perfumery under fanciful names,

of supposed Japanese and other origins, seem to have no other merit (when they are not

positively offensive to the sense of smell) than their supposed scarcity and couseqiient

expensiveness. Eucalyptol, if rare or still supposed to be, would doubtless be sought by

the extravagant public as an agreeable exotic perfume. It would have the merit of being

a clean product of great virtue for the toilette, which is more than can be said of any of

these so-called perfumes —and, united in due proportions with pure white vaseline and

good toilette soap, it should be extensively used for toilet purposes.
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species, excepting the interesting experiment made by Dr. Bourlier on his

fiirm near Regliaia, where a few of this species have been successfully-

grown, conjointly with divers Acacioe and especially with Mimosie.

A line, strong, inexpensive wood, almost uninflamma-

i>esirai»iiu,v of ble and resisting decay, fit for barn and ship building,

the iiropaKatioii railway ties, piles, telegraph poles, paving blocks,

of such Mue spt-
flood-gatcs, Carpenter's work and even cabinetmaking,

cies as /•;«. imir-
_^^ ^.^ marginaia, the yarrah wood or Australian

mahogany is claimed to be, would indeed be a boon to

Algeria and Tunisia, which have so far not been blessed with any such

treasure.*

It is a pity that, with the exceptions mentioned in
Aiiejie.

»
iiu -

paper, the very many merits claimed years ago,
iiess of the jiub- i i > j j ^ cj

lie and market and Still claimed by some, for eucalypti in general,

to the merits of should remain unrecognized in Algeria and Tunisia by
eucalypti in gen- thosc who have been induced to make the experiment of

growing eucalypti for profit. Either the public and the

market are blind to the merits of eucalypti, or else the numerous services

rendered by these trees are still better rendered by others at present in use

for agricultural and industrial purposes, as well as for fuel. It is needless

to mention which of these suppositions is the most likely.

On the Remains of the Foreigners Discovered in Egypt by Mr.

Flinders-Petrie, JS95, now in the Museum of the

University of Pennsylvania.
'

By Mrs. Cornelius Stevenson.

{Read before the American Philosophical Society, March 20, 1896.)

Before entering upon my subject, I must explain that what information

I have with regard to this remarkable collection is mainly derived from

private letters received from Mr. Flinders-Petrie last winter at the time

of this most brilliant of all his brilliant discoveries, and at intervals since

then. Very little has, as 3'et, been published concerning them. The

Like the reed of the fable, Eu. marginaia is flexible and bends readily without break-

ing. A block of 0.5 metre in length and offering a square section of 0.25 metre bears,

before breaking, a weight of 1400 kilogrammes suspended from its middle, 900 kilo-

grammes being the breaking weight f>f a rulerof oakof tlie same dimensions. The resist-

ance of Ea. marginaia to crashing in the same condition is also greater than that of oak

(both woods having the same density), and is 350 kilogrammes to the square centimetre

of bearing surface ; its tensile strength is remarkable, 890 kilogrammes to the square centi-

metre. Its resistance to parasites is very great, even the terrible white ant cannot per-

forate its sxrain, nor does the Temlo nnvalix cause its iirompt destruction, as is the case

with other woods used in naval constructions, for En. marginaia has been known to with-

stand the action of the shij) worm for thirty and forty years (E. Lambert, above

quoted).


